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Starlink is growing.The Elon Musk-owned satellite internet service, which covers all seven continents including Antarctica, has now made over 1 million user terminals. Musk has big plans for the service, which he hopes to expand to cruise ships, planes, and even school buses.Musk recently said he’ll sidestep sanctions to activate the service in Iran,
where the government put restrictions on communications due to mass protests. He followed through on his promise to bring Starlink to Ukraine at the start of Russia’s invasion, so we’ll have to wait and see if he manages to bring the service to Iran as well. Set to follow on from 2018's God of War, one of the best PS4 games ever, God of War
Ragnarok remains slated to arrive this year, though we've yet to get a lot of details about it beyond a trailer with some game footage. Set to tap into the power of the PS5, game footage of God of War Ragnarok already look stupendous. This time around, Kratos and Atreus look set to explore more of the Nine Realms of Old Norse mythology. While
you're waiting, we suggest going back to God of War and playing it on the PS5, as the enhancements it offers can take the seminal adventure and make it feel even better. Again, information about the game hasn't been prolific, but with that in mind, here's what we know about God of War Ragnarok so far. After being pushed back from a 2021 release
and mostly silence from Santa Monica Studio, God of War Ragnarök now has a release date: November 9. After a strong start to the year, there's a worrying lack of PS5 and PS4 exclusive games on the horizon. But now God of War and PlayStation fans can breathe easily, as they'll have a major game to play this fall. After much anticipation, we finally
received an official reveal trailer for God of War Ragnarok, which debuted during the PlayStation Showcase 2021. It shows off the interplay between an older Atreus and his father Kratos. Returning as well are a familiar cast of characters from 2018's God of War, as well as Norse gods Thor and Tyr. But what we can take from this announcement is
that the next God of War is a direct sequel to the 2018 game. Spoiler alert: The end of that game sows the seeds for the Old Norse tale of Ragnarok. During the ending, the Norse god of thunder, Thor turns up at Kratos’ house, seemingly to seek revenge for Kratos killing his sons, as well as his brother Baldur.With that in mind, we can expect God of
War Ragnarok to follow Kratos and his son Atreus — who happens to be the trickster god Loki — as they travel across the Nine Realms. In fact, we now have our first look Svartalfheim, the dwarven realm. In an exclusive YouTube video, GameInformer got a look at God of War: Ragnarok's Svartalfheim level. The realm is expansive, offering many
potential opportunities for challenging puzzles. We also get some gameplay of Kratos swinging the Leviathan axe around.In addition to Svartalfheim, we should also get to explore Asgard, as well as other areas.We can also expect the combat to have the satisfying mix of chaotic-yet-weighty feel to it, likely with an added depth thanks to the advanced
haptic feedback of DualSense controller.A brand new story trailer showcase during the most recent State of Play live stream has given us further insight into the game's narrative. As you might expect Ragnarok will see Kratos and Atreus venture out on another adventure, but they're being closely watched by Asgard evert step of the way. Plus, not all
the Gods the duo cross paths with will be friendly. The three-minute long trailer also teases a pretty epic showdown with Thor, as well as encounters with Freya, Odin and, the Norse god of war, Tyr. It's fair to say that this latest look at the highly-anticipated sequel has made the wait until November 9 feel even longer. God of War Ragnarok PS5 and
PS4(Image credit: Sony )God of War Ragnarok is set for a release on PS5 and PS4, making it a cross-generation game. But that shouldn't mean it'll be held back by older technology. Information spotted on U.K. retailer ShopTo (opens in new tab)'s website has God of War Ragnarok set to get a 4K resolution mode that targets 30 frames per second on
the PS5 or a dynamic resolution upscaled to 4K at a targeted 60 fps. And the game is tipped to take advantage of the PS5 DualSense controller's advanced haptics and adaptive triggers. It's also set to work with Sony's Tempest 3D audio, meaning there's likely to be some finely tuned audio. God of War Ragnarok outlook(Image credit: Sony)If God of
War Ragnarok does arrive this year and follows in the footsteps of its predecessor in storytelling and action, then we could be looking at a new entry among our best PS5 games. It's a big ask, but there's a lot of talent at Santa Monica Studio. As a first-party Sony developer, the company could really extract a lot of power out of the PS5 to make God of
War Ragnarok a feast for the eyes. Even if that doesn't happen, we're still eager to see where the story goes next, as well as explore more of the Nine Realms. Although we will be careful about returning to God of War on PS5 — because it's making the wait for Ragnarok unbearable.Today's best Sony PlayStation 5 DualSense Wireless Controller deals
(opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View (opens in new tab) Compared to the Xbox Series X, backwards compatibility on the PS5 has been just OK so far. Some games, like Ghost of Tsushima, have benefitted
from the 10.28 teraflops of processing power in Sony's bulky console. Others, like Bloodborne, simply load fast, but don’t put the graphics grunt to good use. But patches that optimize some of the best PS4 games for the PS5 have started to creep out of Sony’s woodwork. Notably, they include Nioh 2 Remastered, which my colleague Marshall Honorof
enjoyed, as well as God of War. I’ll focus on the latter, which just happens to be one of my favorite games of all time. I first played God of War a few months after its April 2018 release date on a standard PS4. At 1080p resolution, and 30 frames per second at best, Santa Monica Studio’s soft reboot of the God of War series still looked fantastic. It also
delivered brutal, kinetic and frenetic action, and told a wonderful father-and-son tale. I was so enraptured by the game — after finishing it, I thought about it for days — that I was rather forgiving of the fact that my poor PS4 sounded like a jet trying to take off while running it. And I accepted that I was running God of War at 1080p on a 4K TV, even if
the upscaler on my TV is pretty good. But going back to God of War a year or so later, it became clear that the PS4 was being pushed to its limits. After seeing Red Dead Redemption 2 run at 4K on my Xbox One X, I wished God of War could do the same. The PS4 Pro can run at a 4K checkerboard resolution without tanking the frame rate. But even
then it, God of War ran only at 30 fps. You could get a higher frame rate, but not a steady 60 fps, if you dropped the resolution down to 1080p and sacrificed some of the graphical sharpness and clarity. Invoking PS5 power(Image credit: Sony)Enter the PS5. I first installed God of War on my PS5 as soon as I got the system set up, and was pleased to
see that the console offered PS4 Pro performance and resolution options in the settings. That’s all thanks to the PS5's backwards compatibility, which can emulate the PS4 Pro’s performance. But it didn’t deliver the 4K, 60 fps experience that Sony pinned to the PS5’s mast.However, the new PS5 update for God of War changes that. While you can’t
get a native 4K resolution image, you do get checkerboard 4K running at what felt like a locked 60 fps.It’s properly glorious; a serious game-changer. All of the stunning details that Santa Monica Studio put into the environments, characters and textures of God of War were sharp and clear.Navigating the world, as well as burying the Leviathan axe
deep into the torso of a draugr, feels wonderful at 60 fps. Sure, it’s not quite the 120 fps gaming that the PS5 can provide in some games. But it’s a huge step up from the base PS4 experience.In fact, I’d argue that if I hadn't played God of War before, I’d actually wait to play it on Sony’s new hardware, even though finding where to buy the PS5 is a
deeply frustrating pursuit. And yes, I’m fully aware that I've previously declared you don’t need a PS5 or Xbox Series X yet.More of this please, Sony(Image credit: Future)This God of War update is also promising news for PS5 backwards compatibility in general. While you can play a whole suite of PS4 games on the new hardware, including a curated
selection through the PS Plus Collection, they aren't optimized for the PS5.Yet if other PlayStation-centric developers follow in Santa Monica Studio's footsteps, then we could see that change. I’m really hoping for an optimized version of Horizon Zero Dawn, so I can see its beautiful post, post-apocalyptic environments in full 4K, 60 fps glory.But more
than that, I want a 60 fps version of Bloodborne. At 4K/60 fps, I think From Software’s dark and brutal Victorian-esque horror game will take on a new, gory life. (And a lack of dropped frames could also help me not die pitifully to a New Game+ Father Gascoigne.)Naturally, I’d still rather see Sony push its studios and developers to bring out more
exclusive PS5 games. But optimizations of stellar last-gen games sprinkle some rather lovely icing on what’s already a promising gaming cake.More: PS5 vs. Xbox Series X: Which console wins?Today's best God of War deals (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View
(opens in new tab) (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)View (opens in new tab) (Image credit: Sony) If you own a PS4 and don't own God of War, you need to fix that. Especially while Sony Santa Monica's beloved action epic is just $10 on Amazon right now (opens in new tab) ahead of Black Friday.For the price of a burger and fries at most fast food
joints, you can get one of the best PS4 games ever made, if not the best. God of War brilliantly reboots Sony's long-running action franchise, delivering deep, deliberate combat, a gorgeous Norse-inspired world filled with secrets, and a truly compelling version of protagonist Kratos who must balance his rage with his new responsibility as a
father. While God of War for $10 is a no brainer, we're also seeing tons of other great PS4 Black Friday deals that have popped up early. Walmart has a PS4 Pro Call of Duty: Modern Warfare bundle (opens in new tab) for just $299, while Sony is selling a limited edition PS4 Pro Death Stranding package for $299. Plenty of other must-have PS4 games
are on sale too, including the stellar Spider-Man: Game of the Year Edition for just $14.99 (opens in new tab).Black Friday is technically still days away, but many of the best Black Friday deals have already surfaced early. Be sure to bookmark Tom's Guide for the best savings and check back next week for the best Cyber Monday deals.
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